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Abstract
Electron emission from aluminum was observed during
isochronal annealing after deformation at a low temperature,
and during isothermal annealing after quenching from a high
temperature.

The results were compared with theory.

Approximate values of the activation energies for the process
were derived.
was suggested.

A possible mechanism underlying the phenomenon
The electrical resistance of aluminum wires

was also measured during isochronal annealing after deformation
at a low temperature.
the results.

A mechanism was suggested to explain
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1.

I. Introduction
The phenomenon of the emission of charged particles from
the surfaces of solids after mechanical deformation has been
recognised for many years. The first comprehensive experlmen/
tal study of the effect was published by Kramer^ in 1350.
His work indicated that the charged particles in question were
electrons of extremely low energy, which he called exo¬
electrons.

Since then, Kramer's results have been confirmed

many times, and numerous variations of his experiments have
been tried.

The mechanism he suggested was that of the emis¬

sion of thermal electrons brought about by an exothermal re¬
organization of the surface to an equilibrium structure, a process
similar to recrystallization.

This explanation, and many others

which followed, became the subject of a great deal of discussion.
A number of other explanations have been proposed, many of
which are contradictory in character. For example, Kaxel,
(2)
Houtermans, and Seeger
suggested that the mechanism is one
of chemisorption of gases on the surface of the metal, partly
exposed during the process of deformation.

At variance with this,

Grunberg and Wright^ proposed that the emission is due to the
decay of imperfections in the disturbed oxide layer itself, and

2.
quite independent of the metal.

These investigators'(4)' were the

first to note that the emission was greatly enhanced by illumina¬
tion of the specimen with a light of a frequency well below its
photoelectric cutoff.
While most observers have used Geiger-Muller counters to
(5) (6)

detect the emission of exo-electrons, Lohff employed an
electron multiplier, so that the atmosphere surrounding the speci¬
men could be closely controlled.

He noted that the rate of emis¬

sion of electrons after abrasion of the surface increased with
increasing oxygen concentration, and that in the virtual absence
of oxygen no exo-electrons could be detected.

When oxygen was

reintroduced, the emission returned to a lower value than before,
suggesting a decay of the effect even in the absence of oxygen.
Lohff’s studies

(7)

of sine crystals deformed in tension, however,

showed the emission to be Independent of the presence of oxygen.
On the other hand, Grunberg and Wright ^ demonstrated that
emission from aluminum strained in tension depended upon the
oxygen concentration of the atmosphere surrounding the specimen.
Work of von Voss and Brotzen

(:t\

on the dependence of

emission upon the amount and rate of plastic deformation of
aluminum suggests that the mechanism is one of interaction of

3.

point defects, such as vacancies, formed in the metal during
straining,with the surface oxide film.

A quantitative theory was

developed which fit the data rather well.
A review of the literature reveals that an rncquivocabie
explanation for the mechanism of exo-electron emission is still
lacking.

The experiments of this investigation were therefore

devised with the intention of contributing toward a better under¬
standing of the causes underlying electron emission.

Since the

emission possesses all the characteristics of a thermally activated
process, the determination of the activation energies was thought
to be desirable.

Furthermore, if lattice imperfections, such as

vacancies, in the bulk metal are involved in the emission process,
their effect upon electrical resistivity would be noted.
- /

Thus,

'

three phases of the experiment were developed for this task:
(1) Observation of emission as a function of temper¬
ature after straining in tension near liquid nitrogen
temperature;
(2) Observation of electrical resistivy under similar
conditions;
(3) Observation of emission at room temperature after
quenching from a high temperature.

4.
Correlation of the results of these three phases and comparison
with known results was hoped to aid in the identification of the
mechanism involved in exo-electron emission.

n.

Equipment and Procedure
The experimental material used was high-purity (93.993%)

aluminum wire of 0.020! diameter.* This metal was chosen
because of its ability to emit exo-electrons ai d because data
obtained by other investigators would be available for comparison.
Three types of experiment were performed:
A.

Emission after straining
For this phase, an open window Geiger-Muller counter was

developed (Fig. 1).

A mixture of 99% helium and 1% methane

was employed as a counter gas, permitting operation near the
temperature of liquid nitrogen.

The counter had a background of

5 counts per 10 seconds, and a maximum counting rate in excess
of 10,000 counts per 10 seconds.

The counter case was made of

1/2" diameter thin-wall copper tubing, with a 3mm by 2 cm
rectangular window milled in the wall.

The window was covered

with 20% open copper-nickel screen having 0.007" holes.

The

case was carefully polished inside and cleaned with acetone before
assembly.

The anode wire was 0.003 ' diameter tungsten,

* The wire was supplied through the courtesy of the Aluminum
Compary of America.

Analysis shows: copper, 0.003%;

iron, 0.001%; silicon, 0.003%; others, 0.000%.
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thoroughly cleaned with acetone before assembly.

Lucite blocks

at the ends of the counter positioned the anode wire accurately.
The counter was mounted 0.5 cm from the aluminum wire speci¬
men.

The case was at a potential of 45 volts above the specimen,

in order to attract any emitted electrons (Fig. 2).

An Atomic

Instruments Company model #316 power supply provided the anode
potential.

Counts were accumulated on a Berkeley model #7360

scaler and recorded with a Computer Measurements Corporation
digital printer.

Pulse height and shape were observed on a

Hewlett-Packard model #150A oscilloscope.
The counter and specimen were enclosed in a large copper
chamber.

The chamber was fitted with vacuum seals to permit

the entry of lead wires, an access plate, a window ....
for illumination purposes, a device for straining the wire in
tension, small containers for liquid nitrogen provided with large
copper conductors to cool the wire indirectly, and fittings to
permit the chamber to be evacuated or filled with counter gas
as desired.
For the emission-temperature data, a 2 aluminum wire,
‘

previously annealed at 550°C for two hours, was fitted with a
calibrated chromel-p - alumel thermocouple of #38 wire

7.

and a pair of fiducial marks at a gauge length of approximately
1.5 cm.

The wire was placed in the chamber as shown in

Fig. 1 and the distance between fiducial marks measured with a
cathetometer.

The thermocouple was connected to a Sanborn

model #350-1800 d-c preamplifier and a Sanborn model #150-100
recorder to provide a continuous record of temperature.

The

access plate was replaced, and the chamber evacuated to a
pressure of about 100 microns.

A current was then passed

through the wire to heat it to about 150®C to speed the annealing
of lattice defects introduced in placing the wire in the chamber
The heating was continued for about twenty minutes, and the
current was then slowly reduced to zero.
The chamber was subsequently filled with counter gas at a
pressure of 0.5 atmosphere, and the cooling was started by filling
the containers with liquid nitrogen.

A 300 watt incandescent re¬

flector spot light was placed 181 from the chamber window, and
the 45 volt accelerating potential applied.

Upon reaching the

terminal temperature (about -145°C), the addition of liquid nitrogen
was stopped, the counting and printing circuit turned on, and the
deformation started.

After straining was completed, the tempera¬

ture was permitted to increase.

A reasonably linear time-

0.
temperature curve was obtained by manually varying the current
through the wire while observing the curve plotted by the Sanborn
recorder.

During the rim, the counter pulse height was maintained

at 0.1 volts.

The counts were automatically printed every ten

seconds.
The run was considered terminated when a linear time-temper¬
ature curve could no longer be maintained.

The chamber was then

rewarmed to room temperature, and the distance between the fidu¬
cial marie: again measured.

The total tensile strain was calculated

from the difference in the cathetometer readings before and after
the run.
A total of 31 runs were made, of which 18 were considered
successful.

The successful runs provide a wide range of strains

and heating rates.

Two calibration runs, one for zero strain and

one for zero strain but with a Co

source, are included in the

total.
B.

Electrical resistance
In these measurements, an annealed specimen of 3 length

was used.

Two potential leads of #38 copper wire were soldered

at a 2' spacing.

The wire was placed in a holder (Fig. 3) per¬

mitting it to be dipped alternately into a constant-temperature bath

d.
and into liquid nitrogen, where its resistance could bo conveniently
measured.

Effort was made to keep the heat capacity of the

holder low, so that the bath temperature would not be radically
changed when the holder was dipped into it.
A standard 70 mm wido-mouth dewar flask was used for the
liquid-nitrogen bath.

The constant-temperature bath consisted of

one pint of Isopentane in a wido-mouth thermos filler.

The thermos

filler was placed inside a larger (6 ) dewar flask partly filled with
liquid nitrogen.

Two "heat siphons

:

of l/4r’ copper wire bent into

a U shape were used to cool the isopentane to the desired tem¬
perature.

A heater in the bath was used to raise the temperature

to the next desired level.
was stirred rapidly.

During both heating and cooling, the bath

The bath temperature was determined with a

calibrated chromel-p-aiumel thermocouple of 38 gauge and a Leeds
and Northrup #8662 potentiometer.
A standard resistor of 3.38: of Q.CC4" diameter copper wire
was included in the circuit.
C°C.

This resistor was kept in a bath at

Hie current for the measurements was provided by a G volt

storage battery.

The usual current-setting resistor in series with

the battery was kept in water at room temperature to avoid drift.
A Leeds and Northrup type K-2 potentiometer used with a Leeds
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and Northrup #2430-C galvanometer wan employed to determine
alternately the voltage between the potential leads of the specimen
and the voltage between the potential leads of the standard
(Fig. 4).
50C0.

Readings could be taken with an accuracy of 1 part in

The specimen, previously annealed in vacuum at 55G°C,

was carefully placed in the holder and fitted with the potential
leads.

The device was then immersed in the liquid-nitrogen bath

with the specimen in a relaxed position, and the resistance
was determined.

(RQ)

Following this, the specimen was placed in the

isopentane bath and strained.

The temperature was increased in

steps along a time-temperature curve as shown in Fig. 5
Between successive steps in temperature, the specimen was re¬
turned to tho liquid-nitrogen bath and the resistance (R) determined.
Four runs were made with this technique, all of which were con¬
sidered successful.

C.

Two heating rates were used.

Isothermal anneal after quenching.
The same copper chamber and Geiger-Muller counter weieuaad

for tills phase as for the emission versus temperature measure¬
ments described in Section H-A.

The specimen length was 1-3/4 .

A silver-soldered chromel-p-alumel thermocouple was tightly

11.

wrapped around the specimen.

A Leeds and Northrup #8662

potentiometer was used to determine the temperature.
The specimen was heated to the desired temperature with
alternating current.

A child's rubber balloon was used to store

a measured amount of counter gas, which also served as a quench¬
ing medium.

This method provided a uniform pressure of 3 cm

above one atmosphere for the counter at the end of the quench.
The specimen was heated in a vacuum of about 100 microns.
When the desired temperature had been reached, a switch simul¬
taneously turned off the heating current and opened a solenoid to
permit the entry of the gas.

A Sanborn d-c preamplifier ; and

recorder, to which the thermocouple had been previously connected,
provided a record of the quenching time, which was very close to
0.27 seconds for the temperatures used.

The counter circuit was

switched on as soon as possible after the quench.

The time re¬

quired to put the printer into operation was measured with a stop¬
watch.

The printer recorded counts from the scaler at intervals

of 10 seconds

Fig. 6 gives a schematic representation of the

experiment.
A total of thirty-three runs were made, with five considered
completely successful.

Some difficulty was encountered in trying

12.
to quench from above 450°C, since the vapor pressure of the
silver solder used to fasten the thermocouple junction became
appreciable at this temperature.

The five successful runs were

confined to the quench-temperature range 2CG-4Q0°C.

13.

m Experimental Results
A

Emission after straining
Curves of the type illustrated in Fig. 7 were obtained from

this phase of the experiment.

In general, they exhibit a sharp

rise to a peak in the emission rate, and a slow decay with in¬
creasing temperature.

The shape of the curve obtained is sensi¬

tive to the heating rate.
Fig. 8 shows the logarithm of the counting rate

in

the rising portion of the curve plotted against the reciprocal of
the corresponding Kelvin temperature T for a typical run.

A

straight line can be drawn through the points corresponding to
the lowest temperatures.
The equation

a

= A exp(-C/kT), k = Boltzmann's constant

governs these points.

(m-i)

The points corresponding to the highest

temperatures, near the peak of the emission, fall below the
straight line.

The averaged slopes from eight runs give
Q * O.S25± 0.057 ev. (IH-2)

The slope

appears to be independent of both strain and heating

rate within the accuracy of the experiment.
A plot of the magnitude of the peak counting rate versus
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strain for ora heating rate follows roughly a square law as seen
in Fig. 9.

The sensitivity of the apparatus varied widely between

runs, making accurate amplitude correlations impossible.
B. Electrical Resistance
Plots of the four determinations appear in Fig. 10.

As

is seen, a small (approximately 0.1%) drop in the resistance
occurred in the temperature range where maximum emission was
obtained.

The resistance first fell, and then rose again.

A sharp

drop in the resistance occurred above 0°C, where emission had
ceased.

There were no published data of isochronal anneals after

straining in tension which could be compared with this experiment.
The observed effect in the temperature range of interest has a
magnitude four times that of the limit of accuracy, making addi¬
tional data mandatory.
C. Isothermal anneal after quenching
Results of the five successful runs are plotted in Fig. 11.
The logarithm of the counting rate ^ versus the square root of
the time after the initiation of the quench is seen to be a straight
line, varying slightly in the early part of the runs from the highest
temperatures.

Hie deviation is probably due to inaccuracy in
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measuring the tine between the initiation of the quench and the
start of the printing and counting apparatus, and due to the fact
that the specimen was measurably above the terminal temperature
of 31 °C at the start of the runs.
The empirical equation
f[0 exp(-2 t1/2l
represents the decay of the emission.
constant, and

(HI-3)
Values of 2 ^ , the decay

, the extrapolated counting rate at time zero,

appear in Table I.
The accuracy of the measurement from 238°C is poor because
of the low counting rate.

The chamber was not filled to one at¬

mosphere pressure for the run from 308®C so that the measured
emission for this run can be expected to be lower than the true
emission.
Table X
counts
per 10
seconds

Quenching
Temperature
°C

^ 'i i/o
(seconds) L'A

238

0.22

48

328

0.201

105

353

0.148

400

378

0.130

1,180

338

0.03 0

2,150
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IV Theory
An attempt has been made to explain the experimental data
following a model proposed by von Voss and Brotzen. ^ The
model has met with success in explaining the emission during
and after strain for aluminum at room temperature.

It involves

the migration of point imperfections in the lattice to the surface
oxide layer, where singularities are formed.

The emission of

electrons occur through the decay of these excited surface states.
Assumptions of the model are:
(1) The point imperfections are assumed to obey
Fick's first and second laws of diffusion;
(2) The diffusion coefficient is assumed to be the
same in the oxide layer as in the metal;
(3) The concentration of point defects is assumed
to be continuous at the metal-metal oxide interface.
The emission-temperature curves and the data for emission
after quench are analyzed separately.
A.

Emission after quenching
Let it be assumed that the sink for vacancies has the

came mathematical form as that developed by Wintenberger^^
for vacancies.

Pick’s second law for difussion then gives:

17.

3c
c)t.

= DV^-iAfbcf*,
(IV-1)

where c Is the concentration of imperfections at any point and at
any time, D is the diffusion coefficient, A is a constant derived
by Wintcnberger,
and V2

pD is the density of dislocations, t is the time,

is theLaplacian.

Since the specimen used was a

cylindrical wire, the concentration of imperfections may be
assumed to be a function of the radius of the wire and the time
only.

Boundary conditions for equation (1) are:
c « 0 at r ** a, for t > 0
(IV-2)
c » cQ

at t ® 0, for r<a,

where a is the radius of the wire.
The variables in the equation may be separated.
Let: C = R(r) ^PCt).
Then equation (1) becomes

RM&T« » DT(t)i|(r ^)-R(rtTw
or
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1— iS! 4.

1>«=p dt
for ^

11

JL
D ^

- 1- »

Jj/L.

" R r ©r^r W'»

(IV-3)

1/2A ^>D , a constant in this experiment.

Choose the separation parameter k ®:

1

D=F^

di^

d-t

-4

Y

r\ z

“D ^ ~~^SL *

_L i. _d_,v _ _ft.a
R^rdr^'

dr

) ” ^2. •

(IV-4a)

(IV-4b)

A solution of the radial part is:

RjL=

QJL TO

Chjjur) +

with J_o
and N0 the Bessel and Neumann functions of zeroth
order.

Since the concentration of imperfections is expected to be

regular along the axis of the wire, r » 0, the allowed solution is:

A# To Cfc-jer).

(IV-5)

In order to let the concentration of imperfections be zero at
r - a, the radius of the wire, the 1:^ satisfy the equation

0 = JoC&j•
(IV-6)
Equation (4a) may be integrated directly:

- D-fe/dt -

.

so that

In TXto-ln'^W = - DJs/t

(IV-7)

for D independent of time.
The concentration c is thus given by:
CD

C = s ^ Ra.
JL=l

CIV—8)

A*/ - Aji^Co).
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At t = 0, c ~ cQ from (2), so that

=

to

Co £=l
2E Ao^ To O&JL 0 «

(IV-0)

By multiplying both sides of (3) by rJQ (kg/ r) dr and integra¬
ting from nero to a, with the assumption that cQ is uniform
throughout the wire, the coefficients

can be evaluated:

A£ r JoCfejir) Jo(&£/**) <Jr,

■j®- & J| (Jkfl&) - Aa (fej
The coefficients are thus given by:

AJL

" jfe^a ^

(IV-10)

21.
and the concentration ic

c-

e.-*-*1* £So ■> JoOMe'0^
-%t J.(JfejLa')

je.i

av-ii)

From Fick’s first law, the rate of arrival of imperfections
dn.,
at the surface,
, is given by:
dt
dn£
dt

= -B

0c

Dr
r=a

(IV-12)

Differentiation of equation (11) give.
CO

00

Qr

%T, (jkAa)

^ J> ^3'

r^a
so that

Q

= De'2»li

fy^.
*5' (IV-14)

But

<n

* s..f the rate of activation of the surface centers, is
dt ’
assumed to be proportional to the number of arriving imperfec¬
tions,
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(IV-15)
and the rate of decay of the excited centers is supposed to be
proportional to the number n of centers''which can be activated:
dflft

X

-3v =

(IV-16)
Thus

6r\s

dne
d-t d t.

_
”

dn
dt

dn * An. - —H dnt
"dtr >
3T

(IV-17)

which has the solution

(IV-18)

But

dt

is known from equation (14) so that:
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n = - ^^2 e'at (W* § e'BAlS eAt dt.
J

A*»

(IV-19)
4~ 1

For At small ( A is about 10"^ per second ^ and with
the counting rates obtained, t could not be carried beyond 5C0
seconds with accuracy), exp (± A t) may be set equal to unity,
and
CO
2HDGO

—a—
07-20)

The experimentally observed quantity ^ Is proportional to
^—, the constant of proportionality being determined by the
sensitivity of the counter, c£ :

&HDCo

a

(IV-21)
The summation may be modified by the approximation
k £ /a =

J2.TT

.

The sum of the first ten terms of the exact

expression, with D = 10

-10

?

cm /sec and t * 1000 seconds

gives 9.475, v/hereas the first ten terms of the approximation
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sum to 0.443, an error of 3% in the region where the error is
greatest.
The sum may now be replaced by an integral:
a

-BASr

CO
azt ^
e‘

_
sa-VTt-Dt

(IV-22)
The error in the method may be evaluated by comparison with
the integral

I

* -txa2-naa.&t

dJ! = 1

for all t.

It is seen that the error is less than 0.001% for t <£.1CC0 sec«
onds, with the assumed value of D = 10"*^.
Using this representation for the sum, the counting rate

.

N

HDco
»

(IV-23)
Since the counting rate at t * 00, when all the imperfec¬
tions have been used up, must surely be zero, the integral

evaluated from 00 to t gives:

1=^

H

'a^°y~ V

TT

(IV-24)
The form of this result is in agreement with the empirical
equation (IH-3).

However, the observed decay constant, 2 y ,

does not agree well with that expected for vacancies.

The

discrepancy is discussed in Section V.
B.

Emission after straining
In principle, the low-temperature data should be as simple

to analyse as that obtained after quenching.

One only need

assume the time-temperature curve along which the specimen
is heated to bo linear, and run the temperature from T = 0
to T - T to simplify the computation.

Thus time and tempera¬

ture would be related by T « at, where a is the slope of the
time-temperature curve.

The quantity D would then no longer

be a constant, but an exponential function of the reciprocal of
the temperature.

A, a constant for the quench runs, would

26.

also vary with the temperature.

An analysis of the problem was

attempted, but thwarted by slowly convergent sums.

27.
V.

Discussion of Results
In section IV it was found that the counting rate after

quenching is governed by:

(IV-24)
Examination of the equation shows that the factors which are de¬
pendent upon the quench temperature are:
cQ « the number of quenched-in imperfections in the
metal, given by A exp (-Q_/kT), where Q_
F
F
i
i
is the energy of formation of the imperfections
in the metal, T is the absolute quench temperature,
and A is a temperature-independent constant;
^ = 1/2 the slope of the decay curves, obtained from
Fig. 11.
The quantity H, the transfer ratio of imperfections to the
excited states in the oxide layer, may also be a function of the
quench temperature.

It may be looked upon as the probability

that an imperfection from the metal will find a suitable singu¬
larity at the metal-metal oxide interface.
(12)
indicate that the equilibrium
The results of other workers

.

23

number of singularities present in an ionic lattice is proportional
to exp (-Qp /kT), where
is the energy of formation of the
c
c
excited states. The transfer ratio H would be proportional to
the number of singularities in the oxide layer.

If a fraction

B exp (-Qp /kT) of the singularities is retained in a quench,
c
the counting rate as a function of time and quench temperature
would then be given by:

0.* ** e'<3pc/ifeT e"QfS/lcr e-**t4.

*y

(V-l)
Extrapolation to t = 0 is equivalent to:

^

e-Qcc/ATe'Qri/jfeT

Fig. 12 is a plot of the logarithm of ^

versus 1/T.

From

the slope of the line the total energy of formation is:
Q_ + « 1.36 ± 0.05 ev.
F
F
c
i
The important known imperfections and centers in aluminum
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and its oxide which can exist at room temperature are listed
in Table n along with their energies.
Table n
oxide

metal
Type of defect

Qp (ev)

vacancy^) 0.76

Type of defect Q_ (ev)
£
cation vacancy^) 2.38**

divacancy^1^1^ 1.2

anion vacancy^^*^ 2.38* *

interstitial 5*

cation and anjon
interstitial'1"' not in lattice
barrier for electron
conduction'1'' 0.61

Comparison of the listed values with the observed sum Qp. +
c
Qp indicates that the most likely choice would be a vacancy
in the metal and the "electron conduction mechanism • in the
oxide.
*

This is an estimated value, based on those for other face-

centered cubic metals.
**

The values given are for sintered Algos’

Somewhat

different energies may be expected for the oxide film.

so.
Electron conduction in Ai^Og has been observed by many
workers^®) and investigated by Charlesby^^.

It is res¬

ponsible for the leakage current in electrolytic capacitors,
and is a mechanism whereby electrons can traverse the oxide
film, as opposed to the ionic currents which predominate at
higher voltages.

An electron conduction mechanism has con¬

siderable merit in this investigation, since it would permit
the observed emission of exo-electrons.
The possibilities suggested by Charlesby for the cause of
the electron current are the quantum tunnel effect, strong
field emission, or thermionic emission.

The latter was thought

most likely, because the effect is observed to be temperature
dependent.

The work contained in this report is at variance

with this hypothesis, since the centers causing the electron
current can be quenched in.

It may be therefore supposed that

the current is brought about by singularities in the oxide layer,
which may be produced either by the application of a strong
electric field or through thermal vibrations, and which arc
retained through quenching.
Support for the mechanism of vacancy diffusion in the metal
coupled with electron conduction in the oxide comes from a
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comparison of the decay constant, 2 ^ (Table I), with the decay
constant found by others for vacancy diffusion after quenching.
Table HI gives the values of the decay constant.

Also in¬

cluded is the indirect determination of Ce, the decay constant
for electron emission after straining, although it has not been
conclusively determined that vacancies are the imperfections
responsible for the emission.
• Table HI
method of
measurement

symbol
used
A<13)

-

*
„ 0)
ce
O

VI

quench
temper¬
ature °C

decay
anneal
constant
temper¬
ature °C sec-1/%:10“2

elastic
constants

500

25

2.0

electrical
resistivity

400

20

5.7

emission after
straining

(2.5%
strain)

27

0.7

emission after
quenching

308

31

9.0

♦The value of this decay constant was found by replotting the
(13)
data of Panseri, Federighi, and Gatto.
The measured decay constants agree within an order of
magnitude.

The larger value of 2 y might be due to the
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superposition of the decay of the non-equilibrium singularities
in the oxide film and that of the vacancies in the metal.

Measure¬

ments of elastic constants and electrical resistivity detect changes
in the bull: metal only, and cannot sense the presence of surface
singularities.

Straining is known to introduce vacancies in the

metal lattice, but may not introduce a significant number of non¬
equilibrium singularities in the oxide layer.

It may also be noted

that if such a mechanism is responsible for the larger value cf 2 ^ ,
the decay of the singularities in the oxide must closely follow a
t

1/2

lav/, since there is little departure from this time de¬

pendence observed in Fig. 11.
Results of the low-temperature emission after straining would
have provided information on the energy of migration,
of the imperfection, had it been possible tocbvelop the theory.
It is assumed that the temperature dependence of the flow of
imperfections past the surface is given by exp(-Qj^/2kT) in
the early stages, during which the sinks for the imperfections
have little effect, and that the time required for the diffusion
of the activated surface singularities through the thin oxide
layer is

barely dependent upon the temperature.

In this

case, the value Q from equation (m-2) is 1/2 the energy of

S3.
migration of the imperfections Q .

Tills gives

= 0.65

(13)
+ 0.1 ev, which, is not far from the accepted value of 0.55' '
ev for the energy of migration of vacancies in aluminum.
Ths contradictory results of the resistance measurements
during isochronal annealing after strain at low temperatures
might be tentatively explained with a mechanism suggested by
Seeger^).

During straining at low temperatures in metals,

large clusters of vacancies are presumed to be formed.

These

clusters are unstable, and as the temperature is increased,
they break up into smaller clusters or even single vacancies.
The net effect of the clusters upon the electrical resistivity
is less than that of the same number of missing atoms taken
in smaller clusters or singly.

The decrease in resistivity

brought about by the annealing of vacancies could thus have
been masked by the increase in resistivity brought about by
the breakup of the clusters.

The additional vacancies supplied

in this process might also be responsible for the flat portion
of the emission versus temperature curve, Fig. 7.
Measurements of the electrical resistivity during isochronal
annealing after quenching^*^ support this.

No rise in the

resistivity is observed, and the resistivity decreases regularly
to give an energy of migration of 0.55 ev.

34.

VI Conclusions
(1) Emission of exo-electrons is observed during
isochronal annealing of aluminum after, deforma¬
tion at low temperatures.
(2) Electron emission is observed during isothermal
annealing of aluminum after quenching from a
high temperature.
(3) Anomalies in the resistivity of aluminum are noted
during isochronal annealing after deformation at
low temperatures.
(4) The emission of exo-electrons may be attributed
to a diffusion-controlled process with an activation
energy for migration of about 0.6 ev. in aluminum.
(5) The total energy of formation of the process respon¬
sible for electron emission is 1.36 + 0.05 ev in
aluminum.
(6) A likely mechanism underlying exo-electron emission
from aluminum is the migration of vacancies in the
metal coupled with singularities in the oxide layer.

35.

VH.

Recommendations for Further Work

(1) More accurate measurements of resistivity during
isochronal annealing of aluminum after deformation
at low temperatures should be performed.
(2) Extension of the quench-temperature range in the
experiments on the isochronal annealing after
quenching should prove useful.
(3) Correlation of the decay constant for emission
after quenching with the intensity of the incident
illumination may provide information about the
role of the oxide layer in the process underlying
electron emission.
(4) The measurements of emission during isochronal
annealing after deformation at low temperatures
should be extended only if the theory should prove
amenable to solution.
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Illustrations and Graphs

Pig. 1: Equipment for emission measurements
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Fig. 2: Circuit diagram of emission after straining measurement

Pig. 3: Holder for resistance measurements
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Pig. 11: Plot of the counting rate versus
the square root of the time after
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Fig. 12: Plot of

versus l/T

